Ceasing All Activities Until Further Notice - Update #5

In consideration of the health and well-being of SGI-USA members amid the continued spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19), all organizational meetings, home visitations and FNCC Conferences are suspended until further notice.

Members are encouraged to use this time to chant Nam-myoho-renge-kyo abundantly, conduct Buddhist study and use phone or video/audio conferencing tools to encourage one another remotely and to engage in Buddhist dialogue (learn about the A-B-C Campaign on p. 2). Through such efforts, we can lay the groundwork for vigorous and healthy expansion when activities start up again.

As SGI members, let us unite at this crucial moment based on prayer and action to transform the destiny of all people. Let us pray to end this pandemic not just in the U.S. but the world over, as soon as possible. Thank you for your understanding.

Please be safe and well.
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SGI-USA UNITED ACTION PLAN

A. Abundant Daimoku—“Win in the morning with powerful Gongyo and Abundant Daimoku!”

B. Buddhist Study—“Study the writings of Nichiren Daishonin & the new human revolution!”

C. Connect Life to Life—“Let’s use our voices to encourage all members and guests using the phone or video conferencing!”